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Aerial Ungulate Surveys and Wildlife Tracking 

Course Outline and Itinerary 
The APB is pleased to present this inaugural course in Aerial Ungulate Surveys and Wildlife Tracking. We 

are hoping that this course can be offered in future years as we recognized the need for hands-on 

practical training. Please take a moment at the end of this course to complete our survey form to let us 

know what you thought about the instruction and format of what was presented and if you have any 

thoughts or suggestions for improvement. 

 

Dates and Location 

 Nov 25-26th, 2019: Prince George Civic Center Classroom Instruction, Room2023, Prince George 

Civic Centre, 808 Canada Games Way, Prince George, BC. 

 Nov 27th, 2019: Bus leaves 6:40 am SHARP from the Civic Center to the Aleza Lake Research 

Forest; see: http://alrf.unbc.ca/ and https://www.aleza.ca/ for maps and other info. 

Safety 

A safety and evacuation plan will be developed in advance of the course. A first aid kit (level 3) will be on 

location and our instructors have level 1 first aid training. Road access to the ALRF is good. 

Supplies: What you need 

Classroom Instruction 

Multiple instructors will be presenting on different components related to sampling design, software, 

helicopter safety, conservation issues, and wildlife tracking. This will be a combination of power-point 

slides and running through exercises. It is strongly recommended that you bring a laptop computer, but 

this is not required. All the exercises will be projected so that participants can follow along. There may 

also be options to pair up with others to work in groups and share screens. 

 

If you have your own laptop, then it is recommended that you run through an installation of QGIS and r-

stats. Access to reference material, software, and manuals is available through the following URL link: 
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https://ln2.sync.com/dl/3ae0634c0/sayenacm-msk2deng-2fywkr9e-nigw2ied The “Readings Package” 

folder has the key reference material that will help you to get a head-start. 

Aleza Lake Research Forest (ALRF): Helicopter and Wildlife Tracking 

Dress appropriately for the weather (warm boots, snow pants, hats, gloves, and layers). The learning 

center will be warmed by fire and lunch will be provided. Bring snacks and drinks if you wish, but 

catering for a lunch is provided. Snowshoes are not required, but it might be worthwhile to bring if you 

have your own. It is recommended that you bring Gravol (or alternative) for the flight as many do 

experience motion sickness on their first try. 

 

Instructors will have clipboards, one good DSLR camera, GPS, and a tablet/laptop on hand during the 

flights. If you have these supplies, then you are welcome to bring them as well. There is cell phone 

service at the learning center.  

 

WEATHER DISCLAIMER: The following schedule has been developed and planned with the assumption 

that the weather will be suitable for helicopter flights. If conditions are not great for suitability, then we 

will still proceed. However, in the unlikely event that the weather prevents safe lift-off for the 

helicopters, then this portion of the course will have to be rescheduled. Please be prepared for this 

potential logistical hurdle. 

 

If the weather prevents flights, then registrants will be given one of two options: 1. A pass to take flight 

training rescheduled the following day, Nov. 27th or sometime in January 2020, or 2. A refund for the 

flight costs. Our preference would be to schedule the following day, Nov. 27th and the final decision 

would be arrived at through discussion and input from the registered group and instructors. 

Course Outline 
Multiple experienced instructors with different areas of expertise will be present to teach different 

components of this course. Registrants will be introduced to topics on wildlife tracking and aerial survey 

methods. The helicopter survey at the Aleza Lake Research Forest extending into Wildlife Management 

Unit 7-7 will be focused on moose. However, the methods taught will apply to wildlife more generally 

with an introduction to techniques that are used for birds, small mammals, and other species. 

The three-day course will cover both theory and practical aspects to the science and techniques involved 

in wildlife survey, sampling design, and wildlife tracking. This will include introductory level statistics as 

needed to prepare, interpret, and analyze data from wildlife studies. Instructors will give an overview 

into methods of data collection, observation, and analysis as is used to estimate population sizes by 

wildlife managers to calculate sustainable harvest levels or by wildlife biologists to monitor population 

trends. 

Registrants will also be given an introduction to helicopter safety in the course and prior to lift off in the 

field. A flight-plan will be developed in advance of the course that will be supplied to the pilots as 
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needed in advance of such flight surveys. However, registrants will have an opportunity to go through 

the entire process of stratification using GIS, remote sense data, and other types of resource inventory 

data. The mapping exercise will include a how-to-guide on importing data, creating layers, digitizing, 

geo-referencing images, and creating / exporting pdf documents and geo-tiff images for field work 

logistics.  

The two-day classroom lectures will be an opportunity to review multiple aspects to wildlife survey and 

tracking methods. For example, here will be opportunity to discuss First Nations traditional values, 

government roles, and public engagement in wildlife survey. The broader picture of the science that is 

involved and the purpose of the survey’s in terms of conservation management and addressing 

questions on the effectiveness of the methods will be open for discussion. There will be opportunity 

during the course to discuss other approaches and technologies, such as drones, citizen science, 

satellites, trackways, camera motion sensors, sound recorders, telemetry, and eDNA. 

The one-day field component will include modules on helicopter surveys and wildlife tracking. The flight 

plans developed in the classroom will be flown and in-flight instruction will be provided by experienced 

flight instructors. The wildlife tracking course will be taught by a certified instructor who will cover 

everything from gaits and tracks to scat and pellets. The wildlife tracking will cover all sizes of mammals 

as registrants will hike through the scenic Aleza Lake Research Forest with opportunities to warm up at 

the learning center and run through exercises and talk with instructors during group transitions to each 

flight survey. Each group will have 1 hr of in-air flight time as we have allowed and scheduled time to 

transition groups and allow for refueling. 
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ITINERARY 
 Monday Nov 25th (Room2023, Prince George Civic Centre, 808 Canada Games Way, Prince 

George, BC.): 
o 8:30 am registration and introductions 
o 9 – 10 am PRESENTATION: 

 
Dr. Roy Rea – Moose Biologists, RPBio. Power Point 

Title: Moose in North-Central BC 
Abstract: The leading hypothesis for why moose populations in north-
central BC are in decline is "landscape change". This talk takes a quick peek 
at what has been changing and how such changes may be affecting moose 
movements and habitat use, mostly in winter.  What moose are doing on 
the landscape in winter may have implications for surveys conducted at 
that time. 

 

o 10 – 10:15 am - BREAK 
o 10:15 - Noon – Steps for doing an Aerial Survey. 

Instructor: Doug Heard, Power Point. 
 

Noon – 1pm LUNCH 
 

o 1 – 1:20 pm Online Video’s 
o 1:20 - 2:30 pm 

 Part I GIS Stratification. 
Instructor: Mark Thompson 
 

2:30 – 2:45 pm – COFFEE BREAK 
 

o 2:45 - 4:00 pm 
 MoosePop, HeardPop, Aerial Survey, Sightability (Marked v. Unmarked) 

Instructor: Doug Heard and Cathy Mackay (EDI) 
o 4:00-4:30 pm 

 Part II Sampling and analysis frameworks for inference in population studies: 
Sampling design, objectives, and an introductory overview of different methods. 
Instructor: Mark Thompson 

 

 Tuesday Nov 26th (Room2023 at the Civic Centre): 
o 8:30 -10 am – Gasaway method, flight preparation including sample unit selection. 

Biases, assumptions, and logistical considerations. Aerial stratification. 
Instructor: Cathy Mackay (EDI) 
 

10 – 10:15 – BREAK 
 

o 10:15 – 11 am – Optimal allocation across strata using MoosePop. How to be a good 
observer. 
Instructor: Cathy Mackay (EDI) 
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o 11 am – 11:30 - Aerial Survey Techniques for Assessing Avifauna/Ungulate Population 
Dynamics - abundance, distribution and productivity. 
Instructor: Jim Cuthbert 
 

Noon – 1 pm LUNCH 
 

o 1:00 – 2:15 pm Helicopter safety and orientation to the flight methods – who sits where, 
who does what, and how to record the data. 

Instructor: Dan Webster (EcoWeb) 
 

o 2:15 – 2:30 pm Loading maps for flight plan: Ozzy Explorer v. Avenza (Ipad / Android / 
IPhone) v. GPS kit. 
Instructor: Mark Thompson (EcoLogic) and Dan Webster (EcoWeb) 
 

2:30 – 2:45 pm – COFFEE BREAK 
 

o 2:45 – 3:45 pm - A review into the biology of moose – age groups, conservation, and 
what has been learned in terms of management from surveys. Wildlife tracking will also 
be discussed. 
Instructor: Dan Webster (EcoWeb) 
 

o 3:45 - 4:15 pm – Open panel: Top takeaways, question, and discussion forum. 
Suggested Topics: 

 Allocation – game management / outfitters 
 Sustained yield – how the data is used 
 Experience and aptitude: Why are there no training and certification programs? 
 What would it take to certify aerial surveyors? 
 Expenses involved in training and doing a good survey. 
 Comparison of aerial surveys and tracking methods. 
 Aerial survey and conservation biology. Does it work? Why count and track? 
 Advocacy and role of APB in training. 
 First Nations TK – Discussions, stratification, participation – Goreley report 

 
o 4:15 – 4:30 pm Final logistics: Where to meet in the morning and what will happen. 
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Nov 27th – FLIGHT SCHOOL and TRACKING at ALRF 

ALRF Learning Center: 

 

 Available: Slide lectures provided with independent exercises (assignments) 
o reading materials 
o maps 
o equipment (cameras, detectors, telemetry) 
o Printouts of tracks and other animal signs: registrants have to fill in their exercise to 

identify who is who through the day 
 

 Wednesday Nov 27th: Two flight instructors (Dan Webster and Jim Cuthbert). A wildlife 
tracking instructor (Damian Power, with support from Claudia Houwers and Mark Thompson).  

o 6:40 am – Bus departs from Civic Center  
o 7:30 am – Buss arrives at ALRF 

 Light fire place in ALRF centre. There is no electrical heat. Fire up generator if we 
need power to charge laptops, etc. 

 Welcome to students with schedule and group assignments.  
 Break into groups and discuss logistics of the day. 

 

Split into groups A-G (group G does not register to fly) and have each follow an independent schedule 

where instructors rotate around to meet with and go over the material.  

 
o 8:20 am - Helicopter lands at ALRF 
o Orientation – Pilot – Estimate 30 minutes.  

 
Morning Sessions 

o 8:50 - 9:50 – Flight survey - Student Group A. Flight Instructors: Dan Webster and Jim 
Cuthbert flying together with students. 

 Groups B and C and D: Damian tracking 
 Group E and G: Mike Jull (MSc, RPF ALRF Manager) intro to ALRF  

 
o 9:50 – 10:20 – Flight transitions 

 
o 10:20 - 11:20 – Flight survey - Student Group B. Flight Instructor: Dan Webster 

 Groups A and E and G: Damian tracking 
 Groups C and D: Mike Jull intro to ALRF and Jim Cuthbert to discuss flights 

 
o 11:20 – 11:50 – Flight transitions 

 
o 11:50 - 12:50 – Flight survey - Student group C. Flight Instructor: Dan Webster 

 Groups A and E and G: At the ALRF training center – camera traps / computer 
exercise / printout ID exercise / models and other tracking tools 

 Groups B and D: At the ALRF training center  –  Q&A - Slide show  
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o 12:50 – 1:30 – Lunch PROVIDED. NOTE: Group D will have to prepare to leave for the 
next flight early. There will be time in transition from previous module to eat lunch. 

  

Afternoon Sessions 

o 1:00 - 2:00 – Flight survey - Student group D. Flight Instructor: Jim Cuthbert 
 Groups A and B and E and G: Damian tracking 
 Groups C: camera traps / types / models and other tracking tools (telemetry? 

Bat detectors?) + Q&A lecture presentation by Mark Thompson + Dan Webster + 
Claudia Houwers. 
 

o 2:00 – 2:30 – Flight transitions 
 

o 2:30 - 3:30 – Flight survey - Student group E. Flight Instructor: Dan Webster 
 Group C and A and B and D and G: Damian tracking + we start to lead into 

group discussions where Group E can join at the end of their flight. 
  

o 3:30 – Helicopter leaves ALRF 
o 3:40 – Bus leaves ALRF 
o 4:30 – Bus arrives at Civic Center 
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COURSE EVALUATION FORM 

We would appreciate if you could take a few minutes to share your opinions with us so we can serve 

you better. 

 

Please return this form to the instructor or organizer at the end of the Course. 

Thank you. 
 

Course Location / Title:   
 

Date:  Instructor:   
 

 Strongly    Strongly 

 

1. The content was as described in publicity materials 
agree 

1 

 

2 

 

3 

 

4 
disagree 

5 

2. The workshop was applicable to my job 1 2 3 4 5 

3. I will recommend this workshop to others 1 2 3 4 5 

4. The program was well paced within the allotted time 1 2 3 4 5 

5. The instructor was effective at communicating 1 2 3 4 5 

6. The material was presented in an organized manner 1 2 3 4 5 

7. The instructor was knowledgeable on the topic 1 2 3 4 5 

 

9. Given the topic, was this course:  a. Too short  b. Right length  c. Too long 
 

10. In your opinion, was this course:  a. Introductory  b. Intermediate  c. Advanced 
 

11. Please indicate your background and try to be very specific as possible (e.g., First Nations, 
Government Scientist, University Professor, Professional Biologist, Professional Forester, 
Naturalist, etc…). 

 

12. Where is your home residence? 
 

13. What did you most appreciate/enjoy/think was best about the course? Any suggestions for 
improvement? 

 

 

 


